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more harm to them than any other Press Peer—more,
indeed, than all the rest put together*
This harm has been done through the persistence of
Lord Beaverbrook in regarding a newspaper simply as a
profit-maker, a branch of commerce, a means of making
money* He cannot help this slant of his mind. He
entered on newspaper ownership without any knowledge
of the traditions which journalists value, without dis-
cerning that it gave him power over the mind and
imagination of vast numbers of people, and that he had
thus imposed on him a serious responsibility*
The whole trouble arises from his inability to be
serious* No newspaper ever before allowed the cleverest
cartoonist of the day to provide antidotes to its leading
articles, to ridicule everything it stood for* When you
have read the Evening Standard leader, you turn a page or
two, and there you have Low satirically pointing out
what nonsense it is*
A reply to this might be that a newspaper to-day
need not be consistent; it can admit any opinions or
features likely to increase its circulation* That would
be valid if the paper in the case belonged to someone
who had no views of his own, no principles to follow,
no policy to push* Lord Beaverbrook, however, repre-
sents himself as an earnest advocate of a policy, the up-
holder of a principle, and the exponent of a view*
Is it not beyond belief that any man with a genuine
conviction should pay a brilliant satirist to make savage
fun of it?
This lack of seriousness has been shown, not only in the
public conduct of his newspapers, but in their internal
management. Beverley Baxter has told in a book
entitled Strange Street how Lord Beaverbrook appointed
him leader-writer for the Express, when he was without

